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Note : Answer from both the Sections as directed. The fi in the hand mar indicate marks.

1. Choose the correct Answer:- 1x10=10

(a) A constraint in an Lpp is expressed as.

(i) an equation with = srgn (ii) inequality with > sign
(iii) inequality with < siga (iv) any ofthe above

(b) Ifdual has unbourded solutionr primal has.

(i) an unbounded solution (ii) an infeasible solution

(iii) a feasible solutiotr (iv) none ofthe above

(c) Dual simplex method is applicable to these Lpp's that start with.
(i) an infeasible solutiol (ii) an infeasible but optiDrum solution

(iii) a feasible solution (iv) a feasible aDd optimum solution

(d) Given a system ofm simultaneous linear equations in n unknown (m < n), the

number ofbasic variable will be.

(i) m (ii) n (iii) n-m (iv) n+m

(e) Deviational variables in goal programming problem must satisfy following conditions:

i) d[+itt =0 (ii) di-dr =0 (iii) dixdt=0 (iv) di =dr =0
(0 Karmarkar's algorithm.

(i) cuts across the interior ofthe solution space (ii) reduces the number ofiterqtiotrs

(iii) is suitable for extremely large linear programming problems (iv) all of the above

G) While solving a transportation problem, the occurrence ofdegeneracy meatrs that.

(i) total supply equals total demand (ii) the solution so obtained is not feasible

(iii) the few allocations become negative (iv) none ofthe &bove

(h) The method used for solving an assignment problem is called.

(i) MODI method (ii) reduced matrix method

(iii) Hundarian method (iv) trone ofthe above

0 A minimal spanning tree involves'

(i) all the nodes with cycles allowed (ii) all the nodes with cycles not allorved

(iii) the shortest path between starting and ending nodes

(iv) a connected networkwith all directed potential links

0 The term commonly used for activity slack time is.

(i) free float (ii) itrdependent float (iii) total float (iv) all ofthe above

2, Answer the following questiotrs:- 2x5=10

(a) Define slack and surplus variables in L.P.P.

(b) Prove that the dual ofthe dual of a given primal is again primal.

(c) Write a short note on parametric linear programming.

(d) Explain North-West corner method to solve transportation proble for an initial

solution.
(e) Exptain the following:

0 a tree (i) a spanning tree



Section-B 12xF60

Answer all questions.
3. Solve the following L.P'P. by usitrg simplex method.

Maximize z = sxL+4x2
Subjecl to the constraintsl
4xr+ 1xz 310 , 3x112x239, 8\+3xz<12

xl> O and xz>O
OR

Use penalty method to solve the following L'P.P.-
Maximize z = 2x1*3x2
Subject to the constraints:
xr+zxz<4, x1+x2=9; xt20 and x2>O

4. Write down the dual of the following L.P.P. and solve

Maximizez=Brl.+4x2
Subject to the constraints:
4xL+2xz<3O, 2h+4xz=24, xl and xz>O

OR
Use dual simplex method to solve the L.P.P.

Maximizez=xL+Zxz+3x3
Subject to the constraitrts:
x1- x21 xs2 4 , xr+ xz + 2x3 < 8,

x2-x322; xy x2,x3 2 O

5, Using the boutrded variable technique, solve the following L.P.P.
I[{aximizez=xz+3x3
Subject to the constraints:
xl+ xz+ x3 <L0, xl-Zx3>0, zxz- x33L0,

0<.,1 <8, O<x2=4, x3>0
OR

For the following L.P.P.
Maximize z = (3 - 61].rl + (2 - Z1)x2 + (S - 51)x3
Subject to the constmints:
xr+ zxz + x3 < 43O , 3\+ 2x3 < 460 ,

xL+ 4xz< 42O, xL, x2,x3>O
find the range of i over the solution remains basic and optimal.

6. Consider a transportation problem with m=3 and n=4' where:
cl:=2, cn=3, crg= 71, crl =7
cz1= 7, czz=O, czz=6, cz+=l
cal = 5, caz = 8, ca3 = 15, caa =9

Suppose s1 =6 sz= 1 and s3 = 10 where D1 =7' Dz= 5' D, = 3, uo6

Da = 2, Apply the transportation simplex method to lind out an optimal solution'
OR

Solve the following assignment problem:
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7. Consider the following network
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The distance (in miles) between different stations is showtr on each link, determine the
shortest route from station I to 8.

OR
A small project consists ofseven activities for which relevant data are given below:

Activity Preceding Activities Activity Duration (Drys)

(i) Draw the network and lind the project completion time.
(ii) Calculate total floal for each ofthe activities and highlight the critical path.
(iii) Draw the time scaled diagram.
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